Activity Share: **Alphabet Match**

Age group: Preschool – School Age

**Materials Needed:**
- Alphabet Match Sheet
- Clothes Pins (26)
- Permanent Marker

**Directions**

**Set Up:**
- **Step 1** – Print out Clothes Pin Number Wheel Match Sheet & Cut around the circle
  *You can also laminate or paste onto cardboard or cardstock paper to prevent the paper from being flimsy and bent from the clothes pins*
- **Step 2** – Write down the capital letters on each clip making sure there is a clip for all the letters

**Activity:**
- **Step 1** –
  *You can start at the Letter “A” or at any point of Alphabet Match Sheet*
- **Step 3** – Find the corresponding clothes pin to clip onto Alphabet Match Sheet
- **Step 4** – Continue with the rest of clothes pins
- **Step 5** – Have fun with it!
Click on the Alphabet Match Sheet to access it and print it out!

Alphabet Match

now I know my ABC's

next time won't you sing with me!!!